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1. Overview of Sievers’ Law

Sievers’ Law (SL) is one of the most perennially discussed phonological problems in Indo-European (IE) linguistics. While there is neither the time nor space to cover exhaustively the more than one hundred years of scholarship devoted to the topic at hand, it is necessary to provide the reader with a basic overview of the problem. The original formulation of the law may be found in Sievers 1878:129, where in order to explain contrasting Vedic forms such as ajauri ‘unaging’ vs. asatra ‘sunless’ and dvaja ‘woolen; coming from sleep’ vs. mārtris ‘mortal’, Sievers proposed the following rule: “If, in Indic, unaccented (without svarita) i or u occurs before a vowel ... then ... this segment is realized as a consonant after a light syllable and as a vowel after a heavy syllable.” For Sievers, a heavy syllable consisted of a short vowel plus two consonants (VC) or a long vowel plus one consonant (VC); a light syllable consisted of a short vowel plus one consonant (VC).

Since Sievers’ influential and now canonical observations, scholars have steadily proposed a number of parallels from within Indo-European which bolster his observation that this alternation between high vowels and glides may go back to PIE times. Furthermore, many scholars, beginning with Osthoff, have extended SL to apply to the entire class of PIE resonants (m, n, r, l, y) while Sievers had originally conceived of the phonological process in question as being an alternation of high vowel and glide depending on the weight of the preceding syllable; the following analysis will assume SL to be a rule of vowel epenthesis.

---

* I am indebted to Brenna Reinhart Byrd, Jessica DeLisi, Tim Dempsey, Dieter Gunkel, Götz Keydana, Craig Melchert, Stephen Tyndall, Brent Vine, Cal Watkins, and Kic Zasaw for their valuable feedback and assistance with this paper. Any errors to what follows are my own.


2 Translation by Collinge 1985:159.

3 Osthoff and Brugmann 1879:14–61.
such as *torti>→*torti>- and not *terti>- since, as has been recognized, there appears to have been a strong preference within PIE for syllables to contain at least one consonant in the onset.\(^4\)

(1) **SEVER'S LAW (epenthesi):**

\[ \varphi \rightarrow \tilde{\varphi} / \tilde{\varphi}C \tilde{\varphi} (X = V, C) \]

If a prevcocca non-syllabic sonant follows a heavy syllable, epenthesize a corresponding syllabic sonant before the sonant in question.

In the following analysis, I will make use of three hypothetical "roots": *terti*, *tēt-, and *tēt-,\(^5\) where \(t = \) any consonant, \(e = \) any short vowel, \(\tilde{e} = \) any long vowel, \(r = \) any sonant and \(s = \) any consonant of equal or higher sonority than the preceding \(t\). In the derivations, *jo> will represent any glide- or sonorant-initial suffix that may potentially participate in SL, such that *jo> may stand for *-jāh-, *-jē-, *-jē-, *-jē-, etc. Though the present analysis assumes SL to have operated upon all resonants for simplicity of presentation, the core arguments of this paper by no means rest on this assumption. Those who prefer to restrict SL to the PIE glides (*j, *q), or even to just *j, may easily do so through the assumption of additional markedness constraints in this paper's analysis, as given in n11 below.

1.1. Einsatzsprachlich or inherited?

Languages that provide evidence for SL may be separated into two types: those where some semblance of the law is still productive and those where it is moribund and has been lexicalized. The former is only true in the oldest attested Germanic and Indic. In the Rig Veda we find that SL is most regularly attested in formations with the suffix -yua. After a heavy syllable, there are 1,532 instances of *-iṣya>-but only ninety-one instances of *-yua>, a 17 : 1 ratio; after a light syllable there are 462 instances of *-iṣya>- and 1,747 instances of *-yua>, a 5 : 19 ratio.\(^6\) Other suffixes behave much less consistently. For instance, the da-

---


\(^6\) Should one prefer attested roots, one may replace "tert-, with "tīr-, "tī-, "tīr- (Gk. ἄρδομοι, etc.), "tēt-, with "tēt-, (Gk. ἄρδομοι, etc.), and "tēt-, with "tēt-, (Gk. ἄρδομοι, etc.), (Av. ətīrəit, Gk. ətīkōma)."\(^7\)

\(^7\) Such that an SSp violation occurs if syllabified in the same syllable; see §1.3 below.

\(^8\) Seebold 1972:31, citing Edglen 1882:78. Of course, not all instances of *-yua> (especially after a light syllable) are to be attributed to SL; see Schneller 1977:58.

---

\(^9\) According to Prasut, the original distribution was -ād (< *-āt-) after heavy syllable (dāhā, iūtē, ναών), and -ād after light (māhā, nāmā, ḍāpu, ḍāgīhād). Prasut also points to other possible examples of SL affecting non-glides, such as Ved. ādār (see Sihler 2006:98-100 for an opposing view) and the pair Ved. āyānād- and ādānād-. The latter, which at times must be scanned as three syllables. See Praut 2000:429-30 for further discussion and references.

at the phrasal, or syntactic, level. They typically apply across the board with no regard to morphological boundaries, tend to be exceptional, and frequently produce allophonic variation (see Kiparsky 1982). Ringe’s implicit (and my explicit) claim is that Siévers’ Law was a postlexical phonological process in PIE, which was lost, lexicalized, or continued in different guises in the IE daughter languages.

To illustrate my claim, let us take the example of final devoicing as a post-lexical rule in some hypothetical language, which we will call Proto-XYZ. This process occurs across the board, meaning that no phrase-final obstruent can be realized as voiced in an utterance. Throughout the hypothetical years, Proto-XYZ evolves into three daughter languages: X, Y, and Z. Each language evolves independently as does the inherited post-lexical rule of final devoicing. In language X, final devoicing disappears altogether. Perhaps this is due to sociolinguistic factors, such that X is influenced areally by a speech community that lacks this particular phonological process. Perhaps the loss of this rule is driven by linguistic factors, such that the final sequence */DF*, where D = any voiced obstruent, undergoes apocope, reintroducing the phonemic status of voiced obstruents in absolute word-final position.11 In language Y, only a handful of words show alternation of a stem ending in a final voiced obstruent (imagine the opposite of Eng. wife: wives). Here, too, the rule is lost entirely, with only a handful of traces in the lexicon. Lastly, in language Z, final devoicing persists, but its purpose is altered such that it is unrecognizable. To be on the exotic (and quasi-ridiculous) side, let us say that in language Z all syllable-final voiceless stops create a high tone (/∗-VTS > /TS/)12 and this high tone alternates with allomorphs containing a voiced stop (/∗-V ∗-VDF/). Thus, we may say that final devoicing has continued as a (morpho)phonological process in language Z, but with a function entirely different from that of the proto-language.

It is in this fashion that Siévers’ Law, which originally was a postlexical rule, evolved in the attested Indo-European languages. In some subgroups, such as Albanian, Armenian, and Slavic, SL was lost without a trace. In others, such as Greek, Iranian, and Italic, SL only persists through a handful of archaic forms. And lastly, in other subgroups, such as Indic and Germanic, SL persists to a greater or lesser extent as a synchronic process, which has been altered to suit the needs of the speakers of those languages. Our current task is to devise a postlexical rule that can conceivably evolve into each of the IE systems attested and to arrive at an independently motivated reason for the existence of Siévers’ Law at the PIE postlexical level.

1.2. Schindler 1977

To the best of my knowledge, Schindler (1977), in his influential review of Saebold 1972, did not conceive of SL as a postlexical process in PIE. His paper arguably constitutes the most successful attempt in motivating the original conditions of SL in PIE; it has undoubtedly been the most widely held view in the literature since its publication.13 In his review, Schindler points out two curious instances of SL not applying in Vedic. First, Schindler (1977:61) argued that words of the shape *tetip- are not realized as *tettip-, where t = any sequence of two obstruents (regardless of sonority level). The best example is Ved. matsya- ‘fish’, which is never scanned as *matsiya- and must go at least as far back as Proto-Indo-Iranian, as is evidenced by its Avestan cognate maryo-. ‘fish’. Ruligh (1992:76) also points to a similar treatment of *tetip- in Ionic Gk., where ἅλκια ‘double’ derives from *dikhtiyo- (cf. dikthiós ‘in two’). If SL had occurred, one would expect *dikthiyës. Second, Schindler (1977:60–1) pointed out that the ablautive in *srip- (śrāv, śrāṇa, śrātya, śrātta) never shows Siévers variants, with forms such as gādāvā, vākāvā, bhāvā, jagadṛṣṭā, etc. never being scanned as *gādāvā, *vākāvā, *bhāvā, *jagadṛṣṭā, etc.

To prevent forms like matsya- and the absolutes from participating in Schindler’s Law (1977:60–1) proposes the following syllabifications of our three hypothetical forms: *terṣijo-, *ṣtēṣijō- and *ṣtēṭijō- (cf. my *ṣtēṣijō-). These syllabifications, as he argues, were not chosen in an entirely ad hoc fashion, but rather confirmed Saussure’s syllabifications (Saussure 1885) of the double dental clusters (*mes-a-ro-), which I have disputed elsewhere (Byrd 2010). Once Schindler had parsed the syllabifications in the sequences *terṣijo-, *ṣtēṣijō- and *ṣtēṭijō- (cf. my *ṣtēṣijō-) he was able to define the targeted sequence as a syllable onset consisting of a consonant + non-syllabic sonorant. Thus, Schindler explains SL to be the result of an avoidance of a complex onset C + R (or C + L) in a word-medial syllable in PIE (so Meir 1988-89-90). Schindler also notes that SL is frequently unattested in non-final syllables: for example, vālōvārāvā-‘pertaining to all men’ never scans in five syllables (i.e., *vālōvārāvārā-). For

11 Such as Yiddish. See Albright 2008.
12 For a thorough discussion of “isogloss,” see Marruffo 1971. 
Schindler, this frequent non-application of SL derives from the original restriction of SL to the onsets of word-final syllables. This allowed Schindler to collapse SL together with Lindeman’s Law (LL), for which see Lindeman 1965, thereby viewing long Lindeman variants such as *déluga ‘sky (god)’ (← *délugar) as the result of SL in certain sandhi configurations.14

(2) **Sievers’/Lindeman’s Law (Schindler 1977:64)**

\[ \text{*[syl]} \rightarrow ([syl]) / [-syl] \text{[syl]} \rightarrow ([syl]) / [-syl], 4 \]

In the final syllable of a word, if a non-syllabic sonorant is preceded by a consonant and followed by a vowel, it is realized as [+syllabic].

There are two problems with Schindler’s ingenious analysis, however. First, as Collinge (1985:165) points out, we have no reason to believe that a sequence *C + R was disfavored in PIE onsets, as can be shown by a sizable number of roots and words in PIE: *tíeqe- ‘withdraw’, *týer- ‘cut’, *tréj-a ‘three’, *plehr- ‘fill’, etc. Second, the syllabification of *têtseys- as *têtsej- (= my *têstej-) is problematic, since there is no direct evidence for this type of syllabification attested in the IE languages. This renders Schindler’s analysis completely circular.

More seriously, however, I believe there is considerable evidence that the syllabification of *têtseyj- as *têtsej- (= my *têstej-) was in fact impossible for a speaker of PIE.

1.3. Indo-European Syllabification

To reconstruct syllable boundaries within the sequences *têtseyj-, *têstej- and *têtseys- in a non-circular fashion, we must first understand how the process of syllabification functioned in PIE in general. As Kobayashi (2004:22) has discussed, it seems likely that PIE, like many languages of the world, follows the MAXIMAL ONSET PRINCIPLE (Sievers 1885:150, Clements 1990:300). This may be informally stated as follows:

(3) **Maximal Onset Principle (MOP)**

Syllabify as many consonants as possible within the onset.

The MOP’s function within PIE has been previously characterized in terms of “right to left” syllabification (see Schindler 1977:56), such that if presented with two adjacent segments that are potential syllable nuclei, the rightmost is always chosen, if it is not adjacent to a “true” vowel (*e, *a, *o, etc.). However, as Kobayashi correctly points out, Schindler’s “right to left” formulation leads to overgeneration in cases where the MOP does not (see Kobayashi 2004:22 for discussion).

For this reason, the MOP will be assumed in the following analysis of SL.

In my dissertation (Byrd 2010), I address not only how a sequence syllabified in PIE but also what could be syllabified in a PIE sequence. Through the assumption that word-edge phonotactics plays a role in what constitutes a possible medial codas and onset, I believe to have shown that the largest medial syllable in PIE was of the shape CCPC, where the onset,15 but not the coda, could violate the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP).16

(4) **Pie Maximum Syllable Template (MAXST): CCPC**

The maximum PIE syllable consists of two consonants in the onset and two consonants in the coda. The onset may violate the SSP; the coda may not.

A strict ban of an SSP violation in medial codas spurs a number of syllabically-driven phonological rules of deletion (“Stray Erasure”) in PIE. First, it prompts laryngeal loss in the rule CHCC > C.C.C.: *[þouk], *[þot], > *[þok], *[þot], ‘daughter (gen.sg).’17 Second, we find loss of /t/ in the Indo-Iranian word *c’éhy: *[hok], *[hato], > *[hok], *[hato], > Skt. aṣṭi- (cf. *[hôk], *[hato], > Skt. aṣṭātu ‘eight’).18 Lastly, we find that the reason the double dental block is ruled out in the configuration FFTRV (i.e., the “metron rule”), is because the resulting sequence would have violated the MAXST: *mêd-tron > **[mê][x]trôn], thereby resulting in deletion of one of the dentals: *[mê][x]trôn] or *[mê][x]trôn].

Should we follow the MAXST as the guideline for what constitutes a possible syllable in PIE, it becomes apparent that Schindler’s syllabification of *têtseyj- as *têtsej- was actually impossible for one of a speaker of PIE, since an SSP violation was prohibited in a medial coda. The sequence *têtseyj- must have been syllabified as *têtej-, and so we must come up with an alternate solution.

---

14 Cf. Meier-Blüttiger 2003:182: “On the one hand, we have /ð/ "délugar and /ð/ "délugar..."

15 Cf. *[þouk], *[þot], ‘daughter’, *[hok], *[hato], ‘sixth’ and *[hok], *[hato], ‘eat (iterative).’

16 “Between any member of a syllable and the syllable peak, only sounds of higher sonority rank are permitted” (Clements 1990:283).


18 Following Bass 2009.
2. Motivating Sievers’ Law: the avoidance of superheavy syllables

The MAXST, which dictates the largest possible syllable in PIE, predicts the following syllabifications of our hypothetical root shapes *tert-, *tér-, and *tet- to have been possible:

(5) *tert- → *[tert], (superheavy e)
   *tér- → *[tér], (superheavy e)
   *tet- → *[tet], (heavy e, with an unsyllabified consonant)

The first two roots *tert- and *tér- are both entirely syllabifiable and form a superheavy syllable, or a syllable consisting of more than two morae. The last root *tet- must be syllabified as *[tet], as the second obstruent in coda position violates the SSP.

Let us assume that the syllabifications of these roots were continued as such into the derivational stage where SL occurred, driven by the desire for PIE speakers to keep morphemes syllabically distinct from one another. If so, the suffixation of *-jo, *-jo-, etc. would have resulted in the following syllabifications:

(6) *tert- + *-jo → *[tert]-[jo],
    *tér- + *-jo → *[tér]-[jo],
    *tet- + *-jo → *[tet]-[jo].

Should we assume this typologically common tendency in the phonological derivation, it now becomes clear what the motivation was for SL in PIE: the avoidance of a superheavy syllable.

Unlike Schindler’s explanation of SL above, the avoidance of superheavy syllables is extremely well founded typologically and is seen elsewhere in PIE and the attested IE languages. In PIE, compensatory lengthening is blocked in medial position if it would result in a superheavy syllable: PIE *gér.nen-, *gēr.nen-, not **gēr.nen-, as shown by Skt. jāmāne, Gk. γέμνηδ (see Byrd 2010). Certain instances of Schwebehauß, or the metathesis of a root sonorant from coda to onset position (*dērk- ‘see’ > *dērjk-) suggest a dispreference for superheavy syllables as well. Lastly, the avoidance of (super)heavy syllables may also have played a part in the analogical replacement of weak full-grade

---

20 For example, Skt. dēr- ‘see’ takes the shape dātā ‘dakāti, didarās, but dhruk- in duḥukīt (not *duḥukīt) and duḥukīt (not *duḥukīt). Cf. Astrika 1969:52ff.
23 For an introduction to Optimality Theory, see McCarthy 2008.
24 See Kiparsky 2000 and more recently Bermúdez-Otero, forthcoming.
25 Though this analysis adopts Stratot OT as its framework of choice, the reader should bear in mind it may be conducted using a ruled-based framework as well, though certain elements of the analysis, such as the “The Emergence of the Unmarked” (TETU) phenomenon inferred at the postlexical level, would be lost (see the end of §2.3 below).
The first stratum in the grammar, the stem level, is where roots combine with certain affixes, which are usually derivational.26 The output produced at this level is not a morphological word and therefore is not uttered per se. To give a concrete example of a PIE form derived by Stratal OT, let us examine the hypothetical root *tert- once again, which is derived as an adjective with the suffix *-jo-.

(7) Stem level: *tert- + *-jo- → *[terti]-[jo]

This form *[terti]-[jo], was never uttered by a PIE speaker, as some overt inflectional morphology was required.

The second stratum in the grammar, the word level, will not be addressed directly in our SL analysis, though it will become relevant in a lengthier discussion of Sievers’ Law in my dissertation. Here, inflectional endings and certain derivational suffixes are likely to have been added:

(8) Word level: *[terti]-[jo], + -nom.sp. → *[terti]-[jo]-[w]

It is this form that is fed into the postlexical grammar.

The last stratum in the grammar, the postlexical level, is where rules occur across the board with no regard to morphological category. It is here that SL is hypothesized to have occurred:

(9) Postlexical level: *[terti]-[jo], → *[terti]-[i]-[w]

Note that at each level there is a syllabification cycle. At the stem level, the coalescence of the root and suffix produces an initial syllabification, which favors keeping morphemes syllabically distinct, if possible. At the word level the nominal singular case ending is added, which must be syllabified and therefore is adjoined to the nearest syllable [jo]. Lastly, at the postlexical level, we find syllabic reparation as the result of SL, which is driven by the avoidance of the superheavy syllable *[terti].

2.2. The stem level

Let us now turn to the formal analysis of Sievers’ Law. Strata that are relevant here are the stem and postlexical levels. The constraints used at the stem level are given in (10) below.

26 See Bermúdez-Otero, forthcoming, for discussion with examples.

(10) Constraints used at stem level

a. MAXST: The syllable in question cannot violate the PIE maximum syllable template CVC/CV, where the coda cannot violate the Sonority Sequencing Principle.

b. PARSE: Syllabify all segments.

c. DEF-V(WELL): Don’t insert a vowel.

d. MAX-(CONSONANT): Don’t delete a consonant.

e. ALIGN: For every morpheme boundary, there must be a syllable boundary.

f. *SUPERHEAVY (*SPRINGY): No syllable may consist of three or more morae.

To conduct this analysis, we must rank these constraints in the grammar, postulating their positions as precisely as possible and providing external evidence whenever we can. This ranking is given in (11) below, with justifications presented in a footnote.27

(11) Stem-level constraint ranking

MAXST, PARSE ∋ DEF-V ∋ MAX-C ∋ ALIGN ≈ *SUPERHEAVY.

Let us now proceed to examine the predications of these constraint rankings in this analysis of SL, beginning with the syllabification of *tert- + -jo- at the stem level. For reasons of brevity, only *terti- + -jo- will be discussed, since *terti- + -jo- and *terti- + -jo- behave in an identical fashion.

In (12) we see that syllable and morpheme boundary are kept identical, due to the constraint ranking ALIGN ∋ *SUPERHEAVY.

---

27 MAXST ∋ all, as there is no sequence reconstructable for PIE (at any phonological level) that violates the maximum syllable template. MAXST ∋ DEF-V as well, since *phyls- → [phyl]-[i]-[s]. Next, PARSE ∋ all, since all segments that are not extrametrical must be syllabified in the derivation: *phyls- → [phyl]-[i]-[s], and not *{phyl}[i]-[s], DEF-V ∋ MAX-C, because *phyls- → [phyl]-[i]-[s], and not **{phyl}[i]-[s], or the like. Next, we should postulate that MAX-C ∋ ALIGN, because *phyls- + -jo- → [phyl]-[i]-[s], not **{phyl}[i]-[s], and *phyls- → [phyl]-[i]-[s], not **{phyl}[i]-[s]. Lastly, ALIGN ≈ *SUPERHEAVY, based on the assumptions of this analysis.
2.3. The postlexical level

Let us now proceed to the postlexical level, for which we must make two assumptions. First, since these are phonological processes at the phrasal, or syntactic, level, morpheme boundaries become irrelevant. For this reason, ALIGN is no longer a relevant constraint in the analysis. Second, the constraints MAX-C and DEP-V must be re-ranked, as this is required for vowel epenthesis (SL) to occur and not deletion—we do not find **[ter]i[ko], from *[ter]i[ko], etc. Furthermore, two additional constraints become relevant at the postlexical level.

15. Additional constraints at the postlexical level

a. FAITH(0): Do not alter the syllabification of the base form. Assign one violation for every instance in the output a segment is syllabified in a syllable different from that of the input.

b. *COMPLEXONSET (*COMPONE): Onsets may not consist of more than one consonant in the output.

The first constraint, FAITH(0), is required to ensure that the winning candidates of the input forms *[te]*[i][ko], and *[t]i[ki]*[i][ko], do not satisfy the constraint *COMPLEXONSET.* The latter constraint, *COMPLEXONSET, is crucial in the choice of *te*rijo, and not *te*rijo, as the winning candidate. The interaction of these newly added constraints is given in (16).

16. Postlexical constraint ranking

MAXST, PARSE, MAX-C ≥ *SUPERHEAVY ≥ FAITH(0) ≥ *COMPLEXONSET ≥ DEP-V.

26 Known as "Bracket Erasure"; see Kiparsky 1982:11.

27 Further evidence for FAITH(0) may also be found in the "exceptional" syllabification of nasal-inflected presents (e.g., *jungfru 'they yoke', not **jungfru) and certain accusatives in *-nat(e) (e.g., *möt nat mind acc sg.), not *mön nep (contra Kuryla, forthcoming). See Byrd 2010.

28 The postlexical constraint ranking will be justified as follows. First, MAXST, PARSE and MAX-C are all, since they are never violated in outputs produced at the postlexical level. MAX-C ≥ *SUPERHEAVY, as we find *[te]ni[ko], *[te]ni[ko], etc., not **[te]ni[ko]. Moreover, it may be said that the constraint MAX-0 (MAX-C, MAX-V) ≥ *SUPERHEAVY, since vowel shortening in a superheavy syllable ("Onoeift's Law") did not occur in PIE: *[te]ni[ko]. *[te]ni[ko] + SL minus. 'fish', not **[te]ni[ko]. *SUPERHEAVY ≥ FAITH(0), because *[te]ni[ko], → *[te]ni[ko], not **[te]ni[ko], FAITH(0) ≥ *COMPLEXONSET, because *[te]ni[ko], does not undergo SL. MAX-C ≥ DEP-V, because SL is a process of vowel epenthesis, and not consonant deletion (*[te]ni[ko], → *[te]ni[ko], and not **[te]ni[ko]. *COMPLEXONSET ≥ DEP-V, because *[te]ni[ko], and not **[te]ni[ko],
The crucial constraint ranking is *SUPERHEAVY $\gg$ FAITH(6) $\gg$ *COMPLEX-ONSET— their interaction is what drives Sievers’ Law at the postlexical level.

Turning now to the tableaux, we find that for our hypothetical inputs *[tet], *[tos], (17) and *[tk], *[to], (18), there is no change in syllabification at the postlexical level.

(17) Postlexical *[tet], *[tos],

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAST</th>
<th>MAX-C</th>
<th>*S P R I O R Y</th>
<th>FAITH(6)</th>
<th>*COMPLEXONSET</th>
<th>DIP-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>*[tet]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>*[tos]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>*[tet]</td>
<td>*[tos]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(18) Postlexical *[tk], *[to],

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAST</th>
<th>MAX-C</th>
<th>*S P R I O R Y</th>
<th>FAITH(6)</th>
<th>*COMPLEXONSET</th>
<th>DIP-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>*[tk]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>*[to]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>*[tk]</td>
<td>*[to]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The input *[tet], *[tos], is correctly realized as *[tet], *[tos], as is given in (19). Here we find that the output ** *[tet], *[tos], is not chosen because the now highly-ranked constraint *SUPERHEAVY is violated. The candidate ** *[tet], *[tos], with simple resyllabification, is avoided because of a violation of *COMPLEX-ONSET, i.e., the avoidance of onsets consisting of more than one consonant. The

is the winning output when *[tet], *[tos], is processed at the postlexical level. Lastly, *SUPERHEAVY $\gg$ *COMPLEXONSET for reasons of transitivity, because *SUPERHEAVY $\gg$ FAITH(6).

most optimal form is *[tet], *[tos], with vowel epenthesis (Sievers’ Law); this candidate avoids both a superheavy syllable and a complex onset in the output.31

(19) Postlexical *[tet], *[tos],

Thus we find that SL is motivated by the avoidance of a superheavy syllable (*SUPERHEAVY), coupled with the desire of the PIE speaker to avoid complex onsets (*COMPLEXONSET) at the postlexical level. We are now in a position to address the cogent objection by Collinge (1985:165) to the idea that SL is driven by an avoidance of a sequence [TR- (or [TU-)]: “But it is not totally clear why, if the first consonant of the cluster has become a syllable-coda, the sequence $\delta$- is then any less acceptable than the word initial $\#\delta$-.” Sievers’ Law is not driven by the avoidance of a complex onset in medial position; rather, Sievers’ Law is driven by the avoidance of a superheavy syllable at the postlexical level, with the

31 Should one prefer to restrict SL to particular sequences of consonant + sonorant (such as *TU-), one could assume a wide distribution of epenthetic constraints, such as Der-V-C, Der-[q], etc. that are ranked accordingly at the postlexical level. So, in order to rule out *tet-$\delta$-$\delta$ $\gg$ *tet-$\delta$-$\delta$ by SL, we would need to rank Der-[q] above *COMPLEXONSET, making *[tet], *[tos], a candidate more optimal than *[tet], *[tos]. An alternate way would be to assume two constraints, Der-V-C -> Der-V-C, R “don’t epenthese a vowel in a cluster of consonant -> $\delta$, $\delta$, $\delta$ and Der-V-C, U “don’t epenthese a vowel in a cluster of consonant + glide” (cf. Zuraw 2007:297, following Fleischhacker 2005), with the relevant constraint ranking in PIE: Der-V-C, R $\gg$ *COMPLEXONSET $\gg$ Der-V-C, U.
most optimal candidate avoiding a complex onset. This is a classic example of "The Emergence of the Unmarked" (TETU), a key tenet of OT.

3. Consequences of analysis

Let us now turn to the consequences of our analysis, of which there are many.

3.1. Advantages

There are a number of advantages to this analysis of SL. First, by assuming that SL was driven by the desire to avoid superheavy syllables at the postlexical level, we have provided a motivation that is well attested both in Indo-European and cross-linguistically. Unlike many studies of SL in the past, our analysis is not circular, since we have not based the syllabification rules of PIE upon our analysis of Sievers’ Law itself. Rather, we have based them on the phonotactic analysis of edge consonant clusters, as I have discussed elsewhere (Byrd 2010). The adoption of the MAXST as the largest possible syllable shape in PIE neatly explains Schindler’s two exceptions to SL discussed above: the absolutive and words of the shape *tets₁-jos. SL does not occur in the absolutive *-tēk-tōp- ([tēk]tōp) because a superheavy coda never existed, as one was never created by the morphology. SL did not occur in words of the shape *tēskos, since the PIE MAXST did not permit it to be syllabified as [tēsk]os, at the stem, word, or postlexical levels, because an SSP violation would have resulted in the coda. In both instances Sievers’ Law was never triggered at the postlexical level because a superheavy syllable was never created at any point in the phonological derivation.

3.2. Disadvantages

To my knowledge, the sole downside to the above analysis is that it requires SL and Lindemann’s Law (LL) to have been separate phonological processes in PIE. Whereas SL targets syllables of the shape *-RF- that immediately follow a superheavy syllable such as ter₁₁, LL targets the onset sets of monosyllabic words of the

32 Upon careful inspection, we find that the solution presented above is too powerful: it predicts vowel eponymy to arise in environments where it does not in fact occur. In fact, the present analysis demands that every superheavy syllable located at the postlexical level be "fixed" with vowel eponymy, due to the constraint ranking *SUPERHEAVY > DEP-V. This, of course, is clearly false (cf. 6.3 above), and I refer the reader to my dissertation for further discussion.

33 Cf. McCarthy (2008:24-5): "A preference for some universally unmarked structure, such as syllables with onsets, can emerge under the right circumstances even if the language as a whole permits the corresponding marked structure."

34 However, as Brent Vine points out to me, this form may simply be a later derivative of post-*to- and therefore would provide no evidence of SL occurring in a non-final syllable. Further investigation of the application of SL in non-final syllables is required.

35 So also Peter Barber (p.c.). Unfortunately at this time I do not have a solution for why SL is frequently unattested in ydhdh formations such as váladur-si (Schindler 1977:62), and must assume for the time being that this non-application is a later (Indo-European) innovation.

36 See most recently Rulj 1996 for Greek and Prust 2000 (cf. §1.1 above).
phonological treatments, such as Mayrhofer 1986:167 (which strongly reflects Schindler’s views), insist that SL applied almost entirely to glides. 37 This problem deserves a thorough examination, as was recognized by Schindler himself (1977:646f). 38

The second alternative, restricting LL to glides, would be even more problematic. In addition to cases of LL occurring in clusters of the shape C + L, such as *diŷgára ‘sky (god)’, *diŷgábha ‘two’ and *kriŷgá ‘dog’; there are many well-established examples involving C + non-glide, such as Lat. homōs, Goeth. gama ‘man’ from *(p)agrams ‘earthing’ (Weiss 2009:105), and Boeotian bana, Gk. gána ‘woman’ from *(p)agnab ‘earthing’ (cf. VINE 1999:560fT), to name a few. Eschewing solid examples of LL such as these for the sake of collapsing two phonological rules together is in my opinion (and likely in the opinion of many within the IE scholarly community) not the best route to take. Of course, if we accept the findings of my analysis above, which postulates that LL and LL could not have been the same process since Schindler’s syllabifications of forms of the shape *testor were in fact impossible, such problems become irrelevant. 39

3.3. Predictions

The above analysis provides us with a straightforward definition of Sievers’ Law in PIE and makes clear predictions of what should be attested in the Indo-European languages. It proposes that SL originated as a phonological process that altered suffixes of the shape *-CR- and, therefore all instances of SL occurring in

38 The IE facts aside, the restriction of SL to glides is understandable, since, as Fleischhacker (2005) shows, TI-clusters (pih, lip, etc.) are more “splittable” than TR-clusters (pia, ini, kia, etc.); in other words, CUG and CIU are perceptually more similar to each other than are QUG and CR (cf. Sihler 2006:181). In fact, Fleischhacker has demonstrated there to be a gradient scale of “splitability,” in order of least splitable to most, CT > CT > CR > CT > CT. (cf. Zuraw 2007:284). This raises the question, if non-glides did participate in SL, can any gradation be found, such that PIE suffixes of the shape *-CR- were more likely to undergo SL than, say, those of the shape *-CR-? *-R- and *-R-?

39 The problem of LL should be approached in much the same fashion as we have done for SL, attempting to answer the following questions: (i) Why was the motivation for LL? Was it driven by an avoidance of a complex onset of the shape *CR-? and if so, why did it only occur in monosyllables? (ii) If LL did create sandhi variants within a particular higher level constituent (intonsional phrase? utterance?), can the exact conditions be ascertained? (iii) Can this phonological process be connected to broader phonetic phenomena in PIE such as foot structure or a minimal word requirement (see Byrd 2010)?
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suffixes of the shape *-CRV - must be secondary. This fact may explain why certain language groups, such as Germanic, Tocharian, Italic, and Baltic, do not provide evidence for SL in suffixes of the shape *-CRV-. Furthermore, it would explain why instances of certain suffixes such as Ved. -biyānas are actually rarer after a heavy syllable (CVC, CV) than are instances of -biyās. Moreover, should one extend SL to apply to all sonorants, it would provide an answer to why no SL variants of the instrumental suffixes *-te-, *-to-, *-tra- and *-tho- are ever attested, despite the fact that there are certain cases of the perfect ending -rei in Sanskrit which may have originated as Sievers variants to -rei, as Praust (2000) has argued. Of course, if we follow Schindler in assuming that SL is to be explained as the avoidance of a complex onset *TR- in medial position, there is in principle no reason why *-te-, etc. should behave any differently from *-to-, etc., in this regard.

4. Concluding remarks: implications for Indo-European syllabification

Earlier in §1.3 we characterized the process of PIE syllabification as following the MAXIMAL ONSET PRINCIPLE (MOP). The above study of Sievers’ Law, however, has shown that this characterization is too simplistic overall and must be refined to explain the attested data. At the stem level, we find that onsets are maximized, though only within a given morpheme, in order to obey the highly-ranked ALIGN constraint. The syllabification generated at the stem level may then be modified at a higher stratum (word or postlexical) should the re-ranking of certain markedness constraints in the grammar demand it.

(20) General principle of PIE syllabification
Maximize onsets within a given morpheme at the stem level. Avoidance of marked sequences may change this formulation later in the derivation.

The principle given in (20) may be able to explain a curious fact of PIE syllabification—the division of medial *FCV sequences as *FCVC. This syllabic division is not predicted by a system of IE syllabification that maximizes all onsets with no consideration of morpheme boundaries, as suggested by Kobayashi. Aside from the Lalliśrter such as *anu ‘daddy’ and *ata ‘poo-poo’, distylous sequences of the shape *FCVC were overwhelmingly dimorphic in PIE. Moreover, since the minimal root structure was of the shape (C)V(C)V in PIE (cf.

41 Trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic sequences will not be discussed at this time.
Beveniste 1935:149ff., it follows that a sequence YCCV would frequently consist of a root ending in YC plus a suffix beginning in CV. Following the principle of PIE syllabification given in (20), each such sequence would have been syllabified as YCCV, *[hak][ro], ‘high’ (Gk. ἄκρον, OIr. ér), *[put][lo], ‘little one’ (Ved. putra- ‘son’, Osc. pulkin ‘lid’), etc. (Weiss 2009:280).

There are two other possible permutations of a dimorphemic YCCV, both of which are attested: YCC + V and V + YCC. The first, YCC (root) + V (suffix) must always be parsed as YCCV. PIE *bʰeɟʰ-splīt + e ti → *bʰeje.deiti, not *bʰeje.deiti. This may be attributed to a requirement that a syllable onset be filled at the stem, word, or postlexical level (Onset)36 or to the avoidance of a super-syllable at the postlexical level, as discussed in detail above. The second, V (root) + YCC (suffix) is trickier. Words were like *h₁i-tro- (> OIr. ether ‘ferry boat’) and *tg-tlo- (> Lith. tiklas ‘net’) syllabified as *[h₁][ro] and *[t][lo], respectively, in PIE37 and if so, could there have existed a syllabic contrast between a hypothetical *tg-tro- ‘repellent’ (*[t][ro])38 and a hypothetical *tg-tro- ‘curled’ (*[t][ro])? This analysis predicts that there would have been such a contrast.39 Of course, a claim of this nature for PIE must remain highly speculative for the time being, though I hope to pursue such an account in further detail at a later date.
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45 Though such cases are rare in English (as they probably would have been in PIE), note the difference in syllabification between Eng. mistake ‘error’ ([mistək]) and mist-take ‘accidentally pick up’ ([mistək]). The latter must be syllabified as [mist][ək], due to the aspiration of ‘t’. Elsewhere in Indo-European we find similar contrasts in syllabification driven by morphology. In Greek, cf. ἐκ λήστην ‘whispered’ (Euripides, Phoenissae 699) vs. δείκνυς ‘they heard’ (Euripides, Phoenissae 919); in Latin, cf. ab rumpi ‘I break off’ vs. sinu houe ‘shadows, darkness’ (Plautus); see Devine and Stephens 1994:15 for further discussion.
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